


























WEST YORKSHIRE BRAMHAM PARK .
LEEDS
BRAMHAM
SE4041 I

Early geometrical layout of pleasure grounds extending into park
and woods. Approx 250ha. Largely created for two successive
owners. Robert Benson, d.1731, and George Lane Fox, d.1773.
Initially laid out c.1670-1710 possibly by Benson with his
gardener, Robert Fleming. Alterations made in 1720s possibly to
designs by John Wood the Elder. Several ornamental buildings
added for Lane Fox.
House completed 1710, partially destroyed by fire 1828,', restored

1906-15. Forecourt with elaborate rusticated gate piers and
sphinxes, central lawn with small obelisks, arcaded platform
serving main door of house with ramps on either side, pleasure
grounds seen through colonnades that link house to wings. Behind
the house on axis, a parterre, now a rose garden, cut into rising
land, bounded by ornamental stone retaining walls with Baroque
ornaments on pedestals and the head of a former cascade. Wooded
pleasure grounds divided by long straight walks and vistas, some
lined with tall beech hedges. Adornments include Ionic Temple,
1750-62 by Paine, later converted to chapel, The Four Faces, The
Open Temple, pre 1750, the 'T' shaped canal begun 1728, Gothic
Temple c.1750 from Batty Langley, Gothic Summerhouse c.1845,
Obelisk Pond and Great Cascade both depicted 1725•and with
elaborate Baroque masonry walls and ornamentation. On the
perimeter are terrace walks supported by retaining walls, some
were being planned in 1727-28. Broad walk forms a main cross
axis, originating at the Ionic Temple it passes between the house
and parterre, through the Obelisk Pond, Great Cascade, across a
narrow valley into the park, where it is continued as an avenue
leading into Black Fen wood, here it meets first the Rotunda,
c.1745, and then an Obelisk, c.1768. Black Fen divided by alleys
and vistas radiating from rond points, includes an open temple
south west of obelisk. Open parkland between woods. Wide vista
from forecourt along main approach. Remains of earth ramps below
Great Cascade. Anonymous plan of c.1710-13. Plan c.1725-28 by
John Wood shows much of surviving layout. Some areas replanted
after storm damage of 1962. Remarkably complete early C18 scheme.
'Country Life, 24 Sept 1904 p450, 20 Feb 1958 p350, 12 June 1958

p1294, 19 June 1958 p1368, 24 July 1959 p190. Hussey C, English
Gardens and Landscapes 1700-50, 1967.
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STANWAY HOUSE

Medieval deer park, developed as formal landscape late C17, and
C18, c.120ha.

Stanway House c.1510, enlarged c.1580, south front c.1640.
Additions 1859-60 by William Burn and 1913-14 by Detmar Blow, these
partly demolished 1943-49. Gatehouse to south-east, c.1630, possibly

by Inigo Jones, but more probably by Timothy Strong. Tithe barn,
mainly c.1370, restored 1927, 150m to north-west. Stables, 1859-60 by
William Burn to north. Walled kitchen gardens to north-east. The
Pyramid, 1750, 300m to east of House.

The park at Stanway extends mainly to east, north and north-west
of the House. Principally open parkland, some areas now returned to
agriculture, with scattered trees, geometrically arranged clumps, and
small areas of woodland. Woodland of 4ha embraces the rising slope to
east of House. The road from Stanway to Stanton crosses the estate
from south to north, passing 150m west of the House. Cricket ground
and pavilion to west. The earliest view, published in Atkyns (1712)
and repeated in Kip and Knyff (1715), shows a walled geometrical garden
to south, walled kitchen gardens to north-east of House, and
plantations, possibly orchards, to east. A painting (held at Stanway)
by William Taylor, 1748 shows lawn in place of the eastern
plantations,with the the Canal (with cascade), a formal water feature of
c.1730 sited 100m east of the House on a terrace overlooking the House.
The cascade, 170m long, with six stone waterfalls, stone side kerbs 4m
apart, and paved with limestone cobbles inserted into a puddled clay
base, was fed from a pool higher to the east, behind the Pyramid,
erected 1750. This pool in turn was fed by a straight, kerbed channel,
running eastwards from the pool (on the same axis as the cascade) for
400m to a spring (now lost), and by a contour channel bringing water
ifrom another spring 450m distant, and probably from the Paper Mill
stream 700m distant. The Canal was drained pre-1850 (likewise the pool
above) but the terrace retains the name Canal, and its line is marked
and extended by a chestnut avenue leading north for l1/4km, and a lime
avenue leading south for 230m. The Pyramid is set high above the
House, backed by woodland which decends the slope on either side,
allowing fine views to the House and far to the west. C19 dogs'
cemetery, enclosed by a circle of clipped box, in woodland 250m
south-east of House.
To the south of Stanway House, the late-C17 formal garden has been
replaced by lawn, with shrubbery and trees on southern boundary.
The wall to west, overlooking the approach to the Gatehouse, is pierced by

."six C18 'spectacles', from which visitors might be observed with
'discretion. Small geometrical garden, mid-C20, with box hedges,
;.topiary and formal bedding to east of House, against the southern wall of
the kitchen gardens.

Country Life, 3 Dec 1964, 1490; 10 Dec 1964, 1646; 17 Dec 1964,
11708. Harris J, The Artist and the Country House, 1979, 210. Neidpath,t7J' Stanway House, 1984. Verey D, Gloucestershire: The Cotswolds, 1970.
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